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When the woman you love is lost, how hard will you fight to get her back? Following the birth of her

daughter, Kadence Knight finds herself in a battle she never prepared for. With desperation and

unhappiness threatening to overwhelm her, a sense of hopelessness pulls her away from the one

thing she has always longed for: a family.As Nix watches his wife struggle with something he

doesn't understand, he can't help but feel disconnected to his woman. The Kadence he once knew

has drifted into the darkness. In her place is a shadow of the woman she once was, one who is

fearful of the impossible...failing their daughter.This ValentineÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s Day, Nix has one goal

Ã¢â‚¬â€• to reclaim the woman who gave him everything.*Please note this is a novella and features

the characters from the previous storyline.The events of Reclaimed take place after Incandescent

and Affliction. Book one and two in the Knights Rebels MC.To get the full advantage of the story,

and character development, I strongly suggest you read in order.
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Talk about emotion! Talk about being so unsure of oneself that they slowly sink into so much

darkness, they can't find their way out.Circumstances beyond our control can change the course of

our life, they can change who we once were and make us second guess everything.For Kadence,

she has fallen. She has forgotten about the strong willed woman she is. She has forgotten the

tenacity and power that lies within her soul and her heart. She doesn't trust herself or her judgments

and she doubts the love of the one man who has hasn't failed her.Nix doesn't know what's

happening. He feels at a loss with the despair that Kadence has disappeared into. One thing he

knows, he will not give up on the woman he loves. He will fight until his last breath, if that's what it

takes to breathe life back into his woman.The feelings of helplessness can be so overwhelming that

it can feel as though the world is falling down around you, but that's when we should dig in, lean on

those who refuse to give up. Sometimes we need people who are willing to press on no matter how

ugly it could get."The first step is askin' for help, baby. Let me help you. You don't have to be alone.

Let me learn to breathe the ugliness you see. Let me share the darkness, Kadence. Just don't push

me away."---Nix Knight, Reclaimed by River SavageRiver has certainly grabbed a hold of me with

Reclaimed and I couldn't help but feel...connected to Kadence and Nix as they tried to navigate their

way out of their pain. In times of hurt and loss and confusion, we learn how tough we really are. We

learn what we are willing to do to get back to a place of normalcy...a place of confidence and a

place where we feel...loved.When moments on life change us, we can never be expected to be the

same person...I give Reclaimed five stars!! There was so much depth to this one...and I fear that my

words really can't express that kind of depth...

River Savage has continued on with her Mc series with Reclaimed, but also adding In a topic that

many new mothers suffer from. A touchy subject , but also one that was well approached and added

in with grace and understanding or even enlightenment for some.Now your all thinking for those who

haven't read it, its a issue you might think relates to Mc but its the absolute opposite .It can happen

to any new mother and any women after child birth . Its a topic many new mothers have suffered

from and overcome with the love and support from there loved ones. PPD - ( Severe postpartum

depression )I think the author touched this subject well , possibly bringing tears to many readers

eyes but also realization that yes it does happen. So I am just mentioning this short and brief here.

Just adding my few words that even though it can be deep = the storyline had meaning and lots of

depth.ok ...........Nix and Kadence, we see there struggle in this instalment but also we need many

funny moments.Nix finds himself hard and bothered.. Wanting to give his wife a night he wont forget

now is a topic of conversation for all the MC crew.I laughed out loud and had a good grin -



especially at the hospital. A short story but delivered well. We see all our favourite characters within

the pages, maybe a small spoiler for Jess's book coming up ! but I cant wait to read all the

details.Overall and enjoyable read, am loving this authors work and will certainly be following her

along the way .

**SPOILER ALERT**In the months after the birth of her daughter, Kadence Knight finds herself

struggling with overwhelming sadness and despair and the fear of failing her daughter. Nix, her

loving husband, is determined to fight with all he has to bring back the woman who stole his heart in

the beginning.Kudos to River Savage for not only giving us yet another awesome read but for

braving the waters and writing about a topic that has affected so many families already.This book

was just beautiful. Best Valentine's Day love story EVER!! The power of love can be a force to be

reckoned with. You can totally feel it in this story. I love the fact that River's stories have real life

issues and experiences in them. Not everything is shining and perfect in life, the struggles are real.

Reclaimed showed that, yes these issues exist but that as long as you're willing to fight, love can

overcome even the darkest of days. We first fell in love with Nix and Kadence in Incandescent.

Reclaimed brought us back to them and made us love them all that much more.This story has

touched so many lives in an intimate and personal way. Although I never experienced postpartum

depression after the birth of my children, I have experienced depression and it is not only a mental

struggle but a physical one as well. And it affects the people close to you in our life as well. A strong

support system is essential to survival with depression. River gave us all of that in Reclaimed. As if

we needed more reasons to love her and her work. I strongly suggest all of River's books as MUST

READS!!
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